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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a robot scenario tool utilized for assistant robots that are used in a limited area, such as educational institutions, museums and schools. The assistant robot is used to assist operators such as teachers with a given scenario that the robot is operated by time schedule and/or commands, moves the predetermined paths and plays the multimedia contents. In most cases, the operators like teachers are not familiar with computer programming so that we propose a robot scenario script language and tool for non-experts to design their own scenarios. The developers provide example templates and the operator can easily modify the scenario template with GUI to apply their own class scenario and contents. With the proposed robot scenario tool, the user can conveniently define time schedule, the commands by STT (speech to text), the navigation scenario, playing multimedia contents and robot motions. The proposed system including teacher assistant robots and robot scenario tool will be deployed in model schools of Korea next year.

Index Terms—robot, script language, scenario script tool

I. INTRODUCTION

As robot technology evolves, the usage field of robot is diversified. In particular, in the field of education / service robot, various methods have been researched and developed to provide dynamic services. Although these robots provide a number of service scenarios to users, the user may not be satisfied with the provided service scenarios. In most case, the customizing cost for on-demand service scenarios is very high to design or modify the service scenario because only expert can utilize scenario tools with expertise such as computer programming and robot science.

The assistant robot performs movement, motion, multimedia playback, interactions with users and so on. In some applications, non-experts cannot design the service scenario due to the complexity of the service. However, in the teacher assistant application, because the space, contents, time and services are limited and predictable, non-experts may be able to design their own scenario with user-friendly tools.

Tools and scripting languages of the robot that has been provided for the development of robot applications have been developing many ways [1]-[8]. These tools provide various ways to control the operation of the robot from the high level of processing of the task of the unit hardware and low-level control. Therefore, the languages and these tools have been developed and optimized for the specific applications. In common with most existing techniques, the author of the scenario configuration of the robot is usually a developer or a technical operator. In other words, the author is a person to understand the characteristics of the robot and may have knowledge of computer programming.

In this paper, we provide a software tool and language dynamically to operate assistant service robot scenario for non-experts. Experts provide to users with example services models and templates. Users (non-expert) are possible to configure, modify and design a scenario easily Drag & Drop a model or a template that experts have provided. The tool includes the function for experts to provide a service model. It is possible to perform all the work in a single application that makes up the service of robots. It provides the functions to communicate between the robot and the person (Inter-action), motion and movement, and multi-media playback. The tool that provides to support (OPRoS [7], ROS [8]), the (C ++, JAVA), and interlocking framework linked language for the operation of the robot. Thus, it includes the ability to be recognized and the service profile used in the framework and functions may be used for the function calls of the programming language, are analyzed by importing interface (C ++, Java) of the language have been. This robot provider makes a basic service model that allows users to configure the scenario of the robot.

Provided tools helps robot providers and end-users. Robot provider helps to be able to configure the service model easily robotic application system developed.

End-users are able to operate by reconfiguring service scenarios without programming capabilities of the robot.

In South Korea, it is planned to use a robotic system for teaching aids in model schools from 2015. Whereby the robot helps teachers in the class, shows the educational multimedia contents to students and records class history such as the progress of the student. Robot providers are not possible to create on-demand education scenario of all teachers. Therefore, it is desirable to provide teachers the scenario tool to edit the education scenario including multimedia content, navigation and
robot motion that is commonly used through the proposed system for teachers who do not have programming knowledge to perform the scenario creation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, describe the configuration of a service robot system. In Chapter 3, we describe the features and technology of the scripting language of an existing scenario proposed in this paper, and conclusion in Chapter 4.

II. SERVICE ROBOT SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows operation of a service robot.
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Figure 1. Service robot system

Create a scenario script of the robot, the user sends the robot interpreter scenario script file generated. Then, the user starts the interpreter. Robot will perform the service for a specified time or the user voice command as defined in the scenario created. At this time, the voice command of the user, is done through the application of smart phone or STT(Sound To Text) module of the robot itself. In this system, target reference robot is ED-7280 of ED Corporation. ED-7280 use OPRoS (Open Platform for Robotics Services) Software platform.

III. ROBOT SCENARIO SCRIPT TOOL

Scenario script tool of the robot that was proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Robot scenario script tool

The tool is composed of two modules. One, create a script, is a module, and the other one is a module to run the script.

A. Scenario Script Editor

The script editor module, to create a script and are performed in the order of operations such as Fig. 3:
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Figure 3. Scenario editor step

- Import: It is a preparatory stage for the scenario creation. To register multi-media contents for player in robot. To register the command for receiving the voice command of the user. To register the software interface to the robot that can perform the motion command.
- Package: This step is of forming a unit of a unit operation. Operation of a service robot that is used in this paper would be to go through request for service operation, service operation, and end step. Here, the service action request is the user's voice command or a time constraint (redefined time, certain period of time has elapsed without an external command from the previous command). Service operation means that the multimedia playback and the robot's motions are executed one or more. If determines whether the repeated, not repeated, end step terminates the service. The package may be constructed a new package into several packages.
- Scenario: This step is to configure the behavior of the robot service unit time.

In step 1, 2, provides a basic configuration robot provider side, users will be using mainly the function of the last step. If a change occurs in the structure of the content at any time, it can be reconstructed by using the format that add or replace only a part of the configuration. (This system does not mean there is another constraint that performs only the last step. However, this system is intended for a non-developer, it is assumed that provided by the logical steps that make up the package.)
Fig. 4, Fig. 5 are UI Layout of a system for providing a couple of different levels. In step 2, it is an example of a graphical representation of the logical flow of the operation of the package. In step 3, users can configure the scenario along the passage of time packages that was created in the previous step.

![Create scenario UI](image1)

**Figure 5. Create scenario UI**

![Types of package](image2)

**Figure 6. Types of package**

Fig. 6 shows reference model for package. The user make flow diagram use graphical icon:
- Start condition(circle) : User voice command
- Selection condition (diamond)
- Loop condition(return line)
- End condition(circle)
- Restart(package or if-condition) or Finish

**B. Scenario Script Interpreter**

Scenario interpreter module is responsible for execution by analyzing the scenario script file that you created in the scenario editor. Interpreter can be performed with the analysis of the script, and control multimedia playback. It is divided into three (Programming language interface, Robot framework interface) of the external interlocking control services.

The detailed interpreter structure and operation sequence are as shown in the following Fig. 7, Fig. 8.

![Scenario interpreter module structure](image3)

**Figure 7. Scenario interpreter module structure**

**External Api Manager:** Load the module reference to the motion of the robot and the media used in editor and check status. The manager performs a function for setting the operation of the robot via the method call of the service framework(OPRos, ROS) and language library(C, C++, Java) to provide compatibility robot scripting language high level and low level.

![Sequence chart](image4)

**Figure 8. Sequence chart**
Media Manager: Operations to multimedia playback is requested, manage the information of status (execution, waiting, finish). This helps to prevent a duplication operation by the user’s mistake, and to efficiently resource management.

Behavior Manager: Managing the operation of the robot motions. By monitoring the status information of the robot with the progress and motion commands for the robot, and provides a function for the interaction with the user.

C. Definition of Scenario Script Language

Scripting language to be proposed in this paper is applicable to various robots. Language proposed to provide a structure suitable for performing the control on the motion of the robot and multimedia playback. In particular, it must be able to define an interface to access and control the hardware control module (C++, Java), an external framework library that provides hardware access control direct the robot in the motion control of the robot. Also, Programming language, by providing a language representation method of the high level, there is a need to be able to understand quickly and easily by the user. Therefore, it must have a structure suitable to represent the characteristics of these.

Scenario script language is defined in three parts. The first is the definition part of the External API (to define a library that provides a framework and other languages). The second is to create a unit package, and the last is to create the scenario of the package.

1) External API definition

Motion / multimedia playback operation of the robot required to configure the robot scenario requires the function of the external. At this time, it is a portion that defines the external features that require integration.

```c
External api = "legacy://TestAPI"
    void Printf(String message)
    int DriveWheel(double linearVelocity, double angularVelocity)
End
```

2) Package definition

Define configuration of the unit service for robot. Definition part of each package is composed status structure and status definition. Part of the package definition is configured using the external reference (independent script file).

```c
Package
    PkgName
    Init
        //Variable declaration
        //Initial Condition
    End
    Event(event Name)
        //Status Transition
        //Function Call
    End
    Stay
        //Function Call
        //Process Condition, Loop
        Play(user_defined_media_01)
End
```

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new language and a scenario script tool to edit the education service scenario including multimedia, robot navigation and control of robot motion for non-experts. Robot provider can easily construct a model scenario or a scenario template for the users. End-users can easily modify or make their own scenario with simple operation and service configuration setup. Users can understand quickly and easily how to edit the scenario with the simple and intuitive GUI. The users such as teachers can easily design their own class scenario and share their scenario with other teachers. The proposed system including teacher assistant robots and robot scenario SW tool will be deployed in model schools.
of Korea next year. It is expected that the proposed system helps Korean students to have interest and focus during class with assistant robots.
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